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Abstract. Collaboration in transportation is important to reduce costs
and emissions, but carriers may have incentives to bid strategically in
decentralized auction systems. We investigate what the effect of the auc-
tion strategy is on the possible cheating benefits in a dynamic context,
such that we can recommend a method with lower chances for carriers to
cheat. We consider both a first-price auction system and a second-price
auction scheme. Contrary to what was expected, a second-price auction
scheme gives more room for successful strategic behaviour, while it also
results in more rejected orders. A first-price auction scheme might be
useful in practice if the profit shares that are allocated to the winner of
an auction are selected carefully.

Keywords: Collaborative vehicle routing · Decentralized
collaborations · Strategic behaviour · Auctions · Multi-agent system

1 Introduction

Inner cities seriously suffer from pollution problems, with traffic being one of
the major causes. In particular, the pollution by freight transportation could be
significantly decreased, since operations are often inefficient: carriers generally
do not cooperate, although the total vehicle mileage could be reduced if different
carriers combine similar tasks into one route. It is hence desirable that carrier
cooperation becomes common practice in freight transportation. Preliminary
studies have shown that reductions of 20–30% in vehicle mileage can be obtained
if only 2 or 3 carriers cooperate (Gansterer and Hartl 2018b).

In the current article, we consider large-scale collaboration in dynamic pickup
and delivery problems with time windows and capacity constraints. For this
problem type, centralized collaboration approaches are not applicable due to
scale problems and privacy and autonomy concerns. Thus, decentralized auction
approaches have been developed (Máhr et al. 2010; Mes et al. 2013; Los et al. 2020b,
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2020c). In such cases with large amounts of collaborating carriers, the positive col-
laboration effects could increase even more: Los et al. (2020a, 2022) found cost
reductions of up to almost 80% with cooperation between 1000 carriers.

Unfortunately, carriers may have incentives to cheat a decentralized coopera-
tion system. It is often assumed that (estimates of the) real valuations for orders
are reported within the auctions. In practice, however, carriers and shippers might
bid strategically and try to increase their individual profits at the cost of the others.
In this context, Los et al. (2022) have shown that carriers can successfully outplay
other carriers, resulting in a decrease of the total cooperation benefits.

Nonetheless, strategic behaviour is not straightforward: Los et al. (2022) show
that it is highly dependent on the auction conditions whether false bidding pays
off. Also Gansterer and Hartl (2018a) present a small computational example
with a central combinatorial auction in which the cheating carrier always incurs
a loss compared to truthful bidding. They emphasize that no general conclusions
can be drawn from the example, but suggest that it might be rather difficult in
practice to find a profitable cheating strategy.

Although not much is known about strategic behavior in auction-based trans-
portation collaborations (Gansterer and Hartl 2020), it is important to inves-
tigate whether decentralized auction systems are incentive compatible, that is,
can withstand strategic behaviour, before they can be applied in practice. Hence,
the goal of this paper is to investigate what the effect is of the auction strategy
on the benefits of cheating, such that we can find a method that has a less likely
chance for parties to cheat.

To compare different auction strategies, we adopt and adapt the auction
system of Los et al. (2022). We shortly describe the method here, to be able
to highlight the two points of focus of this paper. In the decentralized auction
approach, each order is proposed in a reverse first-price auction immediately
after its release, and all carriers can bid on the order. It is assumed that they
bid exactly their marginal costs for the order, that is, the extra travel costs
that would result from including the order at the most efficient position in one
of their routes. If the lowest bid is below the shipper’s reservation price, the
lowest bidding carrier is compensated by the amount of its bid, and commits to
transport the order. Since the world is dynamic, better allocations might appear
later on. Hence, frequent reauctions are used: an order can be transferred to
another carrier if the new bid is lower than the actual costs for the current
carrier. Los et al. (2022) show that carriers can sometimes successfully outplay
other carriers by asking for a lower value than their true marginal costs. Although
they will incur a small loss by doing so, they will often be compensated: they can
either directly get a share of the auction profits, or they might be compensated
later on if they outsource the task again.

In this article, we consider two ways to influence the direct compensation.
First, Los et al. (2022) conjecture that benefits from strategic bidding might
largely depend on the share of the profit generated by a successful auction that
a winning carrier obtains. We investigate this hypothesis by comparing different
profit allocation schemes in which we vary the direct profits that are assigned to
the winning carrier.
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Next, we investigate whether a solution to the problem of direct compensa-
tion can lie in applying a second-price auction scheme. Within a second-price
auction, the lowest bidding carrier still wins the order, but is compensated with
the (higher) amount of the second best bid. Under certain conditions, partici-
pants in reverse second-price auctions do not have any incentives to deviate from
their true value (Vickrey 1961): the winning carrier either would have won the
auction anyhow (if its true value is below the second price), or makes a loss (if
its true value is above the second price). Although this incentive compatibility
property holds for auctions with a single indivisible good, it is not guaranteed
for our scenario where we have multiple dependent auctions. Carriers can still
be compensated indirectly, either by reselling the orders, or by obtaining other
orders that have positive interaction effects with the orders already in their
routes. Still, to find a strategic policy seems more difficult with second-price
auctions than with first-price auctions because the direct compensation is only
dependent on the price of the second best bid. Hence, we extend the auction app-
roach with a second-price auction scheme and examine how it performs under
strategic behaviour.

2 Related Work

A mechanism for exchanging orders between carriers should not only be robust
with respect to strategic behaviour, but requires some other qualities as well.
Ideally, it has the following four properties from standard auction theory:

– Efficiency: The mechanism leads to a routing solution that cannot be further
improved.

– Individual rationality: For each carrier, participating in the collaboration
does not result in worse results than not participating.

– Incentive compatibility: Carriers do not have incentives to report other
values than their true valuations.

– Budget balance: No extra money from outside the system is needed.

It is, however, not possible to obtain all four properties simultaneously in stan-
dard environments (Myerson and Satterthwaite 1983). A couple of studies inves-
tigate trade-offs of these properties in static carrier collaboration situations: Xu
et al. (2017) propose a bundle double auction for a problem where each carrier
can exchange only one full truckload, and show that their method realizes budget
balance, incentive compatibility and individual rationality, but only asymptoti-
cal efficiency. They extend the model to the exchange of multiple truckloads and
propose two extended mechanisms that either are not incentive compatible for our-
sourcing carriers or not asymptotically efficient anymore. Gansterer et al. (2019)
analyze combinatorial auctions where carriers can act as buyers and sellers at the
same time. The marginal costs for insourcing an order then do not only depend on
their current orders, but also on which orders they will outsource, making the prob-
lem more complex. The authors compare a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism and
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a team bidder approach: both are incentive compatible and efficient, but the prop-
erties of individual rationality and budget balance are violated. In an experimental
study, they show the trade-offs of both approaches.

In addition to the possible interactions between insourced and outsourced
orders, our case is even more complicated because we consider a dynamic envi-
ronment where future orders might influence the value of current orders. As
far as we know, only Figliozzi (2006) studies incentive compatible mechanisms
for dynamic carrier collaboration. He uses a second-price auction scheme for
each newly arrived order and claims that the approach is incentive compatible,
individually rational, and budget balanced, but not fully efficient. Efficiency is
hindered by possible future orders (as is common for dynamic systems) and also
by the fact that no reassignment is made if the current costs for the owner of
the order are lower than the value of the second bid, but higher than the value
of the first bid. (In that case, the owner would make a loss by paying the second
price, but a better allocation could be made.)

The claim for incentive compatibility, however, can be opposed. It is argued
that a carrier will not place a bid lower than its true marginal costs for trans-
porting the order, since it will make a loss if also the second price is below its
true marginal costs. This indeed holds under the assumptions that the marginal
costs “include all relevant costs (including opportunity costs) associated with
servicing (or not servicing) an additional shipment or shipments” and that “all
participating carriers compute these costs accurately” (Figliozzi 2006, p. 35).
However, these assumptions are too strong: it is impossible to give a certainly
accurate prediction of opportunity costs in dynamic systems, simply because
it is not known what orders might appear later on, and even more because it
is not known whether these can be lucratively obtained or outsourced via the
auction system. (Furthermore, in large-scale systems, an exact computation of
the insertion costs may take too much time to be practical.) Hence, carriers
may strategically bid lower values to obtain orders at a loss if they expect that
advantageous interaction effects can occur later on.

In this article, we experimentally investigate to what extent the first-price
auction system developed by Los et al. (2022) and a second-price auction system
(which is comparable to that of Figliozzi (2006)) are incentive compatible in the
context of dynamic pickup and delivery problems.

3 Auction Approaches

We build upon the auction approach developed by Los et al. (2022), in which
a platform auctioneer offers bundles of orders. First, we summarize their first-
price auction approach; for details, both regarding the problem definition and
regarding the method, we refer to Los et al. (2022). Next, we describe how the
approach can be transformed into a second-price auction system.
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3.1 First-Price Auctions

The auction for a bundle of orders B at time t is as follows:

1. Requesting transportation. The auctioneer requests all active carriers to
bid for the transportation of bundle B.

2. Computing marginal costs. Each carrier c computes its individual mar-
ginal costs MCt

c(B) for bundle B at time t.
3. Bidding. All carriers place a bid for the bundle, based on MCt

c(B).
4. Comparing. The auctioneer compares the lowest bid b0 with the current

costs CCt(B) for the bundle. The current costs consist of the sum of the
marginal costs for already assigned orders and the reservation prices for yet
unassigned orders, which are requested from the involved shippers and carri-
ers.

5. Updating contracts. The bundle is exchanged if and only if b0 is lower than
the current costs. The auctioneer gets in total CCt(B) from the outsourcing
shippers and carriers and pays the winning carrier an amount of b0. The gain
of CCt(B)−b0 is shared among the participants as cooperation incentive. Los
et al. (2022) use the following parameters:

– Winner gain share (WGS): This parameter defines what fraction of
the gain CCt(B) − b0 is allocated to the winning carrier.

– Contracted gain share (CGS): This parameter defines the total frac-
tion of the gain CCt(B)− b0 that is allocated to the currently contracted
carrier(s) and/or shipper(s) for the orders within B. Each of them gets
an equal share.

The platform keeps the remaining gains if WGS + CGS < 1.

To model strategic bidding in the first-price auction system, we vary the
value of a bid in step 3 of the procedure. Formally, the bid of a strategic carrier
c bidding for bundle B at time t will be σcMCt

c(B), where σc is a parameter
representing the degree of strategic bidding for carrier c.

3.2 Second-Price Auctions

We extend the approach to a second-price auction. Instead of getting the value b0
(and possibly an extra gain, dependent on the profit distribution function), the
winning carrier gets the amount of the second-lowest bid b1. The use of second
price auctions raises a new problem. The amount of the second price needs to be
paid by someone. In a budget balanced setting, still the shippers or already con-
tracted carriers must pay this price. The second price, however, is more likely to
be higher than their current costs than the first price is. This might result in less
(re)allocations, and hence a worse final solution than with first-price auctions. A
solution could lie in the bundling approach proposed by Los et al. (2020a, 2022).
If bundles of orders from different owners are offered, the interaction advantages
of the orders might result in lower bids by the carriers, while the separate cur-
rent costs are not influenced by interaction effects. Hence, paying the second
price could be less problematic if the platform generates bundles of orders from
different owners.
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Still, the risk that an auction does not succeed due to false current costs is
higher than with first-price auctions. To prevent the current owners of the orders
from reporting too low current costs (which is the value they need to pay), we
let the auctioneer ask them a certain amount such that the second price can be
paid to the winning carrier. The current owners only have to accept or refuse the
proposed price from the auctioneer. Thus, we propose the following second-price
auction procedure for a bundle of orders B at time t:

1. Requesting transportation: The auctioneer requests all active carriers to
bid for the transport of bundle B.

2. Computing marginal costs: Each carrier c computes its individual mar-
ginal costs MCt

c(B) for bundle B at time t.
3. Bidding. All carriers place a bid with value σcMCt

c(B) for the bundle, where
σc again represents the degree of strategic bidding.

4. Comparing: The auctioneer compares the received bids; let b0 be the lowest
bid provided by carrier c0 and b1 the second lowest bid.

5. Proposing prices: The auctioneer needs to pay b1 to c0 for a (re)allocation,
and hence must make sure to get at least b1 from the current owner(s) of
the orders in B. If a lower amount is gathered, the auctioneer will make
a loss, and has no incentive to make a reallocation. All amounts above b1
can be kept as profit for the auctioneer. Thus, the auctioneer proposes a
price ac for all carriers c ∈ Ct

B , and a price as for all shippers s ∈ St
B such

that
∑

c∈Ct
B

ac +
∑

s∈St
B

as ≥ b1, where Ct
B represents the set of all carriers

contracted at time t for at least one order in B and St
B represents the set of

shippers having an order in B that is yet unassigned at time t. Prices could
be determined in different ways. In this article, we use a straightforward
approach that divides b1 proportionally to the distance between pickup and
delivery locations of the orders in B, and adds a small profit factor to it,
defined as follows:

– Platform gain share (PGS): This parameter defines what fraction of
the second bid b1 is additionally requested from the current owners of the
orders as a gain for the platform.

Let Ot
c denote the set of orders that carrier c has in its route plans at time t,

let Ot
s represent the set of yet unassigned orders of shipper s at time t, and

let tpodo
stand for the travel time between the pickup and delivery location

of order o. The requested prices are then given by

ac =

∑
o∈B∩Ot

c
tpodo

∑
o∈B tpodo

(1 + PGS)b1 ∀c ∈ Ct
B (1)

and

as =

∑
o∈B∩Ot

s
tpodo

∑
o∈B tpodo

(1 + PGS)b1 ∀s ∈ St
B (2)

such that
∑

c∈Ct
B

ac +
∑

s∈St
B

as = (1 + PGS)b1.
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When the auctioneer has proposed the prices, the current owners of the orders
can check whether the requested prices are less than or equal to their current
costs or reservation prices. If so, they will accept the proposed prices.

6. Updating contracts: If all current owners accept the proposed prices, the
bid is accepted. The platform informs all involved shippers and carriers, who
update their contracts and routing plans. The auctioneer receives the pay-
ments from the outsourcing shippers and carriers as proposed (i.e., it receives
(1 + PGS)b1 in total), and pays b1 to the winning carrier c0. The remaining
gain of PGS b1 is kept by the auctioneer. If one of the current owners does
not accept to outsource its orders at the proposed price, no (re)allocations
and no payments take place.

The approach guarantees that the second price is paid to the winning carrier
if a (re)allocation takes place, and that the auctioneer does not incur a loss (if
PGS ≥ 0). The drawback, however, is that current owners need to accept the
prices that are proposed by the auctioneer to have a successful (re)allocation.
This becomes less likely with higher PGS values.

4 Computational Study

In this section, we empirically test what the influence of strategic bidding is
within the proposed decentralized auction approaches. Throughout the compu-
tational study, we use a real-world data set from a Dutch transportation platform
company, and generate instances of 2000 orders each. To prevent any bias from
unprofitable initial contracts, we use problem instances without initial assign-
ment. Per instance, there are 250 carriers with 1–3 vehicles each. Restricted
availability time windows are applied in one third of the cases. Further instance
characteristics are the same as described by Los et al. (2022).

4.1 Strategic Behaviour in a First-Price Auction System

As hypothesized by Los et al. (2022), lower values of σc are expected to
be beneficial for individual carriers when higher values for WGS are used: if
the system assigns large shares of the gains to the winning carriers, cheat-
ing might appear too easy. We tested this hypothesis with different percent-
ages of carriers (10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, 80%, or 100%) that place strategic bids
(σc ∈ {0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95}), and consider four different values for winner
gain share (WGS ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}). The results (average profits as a percent-
age of the sum of the reservation prices for the transported orders) are given in
Fig. 1, where the average profit with only truthful carriers is given as a reference
at σc = 1.

While the turning point below which strategic bidding does not pay off is
σc = 0.9 for WGS = 0.1, this decreases to σc = 0.8 for WGS = 0.2. For
WGS = 0.3 and WGS = 0.4, even the lowest tested value of σc = 0.7 is still
beneficial for strategic carriers. Thus, indeed, the higher the value of WGS, the
easier it is for carriers to find a beneficial strategic bidding policy.
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Average profit per carrier (% of total reservation prices)
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σc for strategic carriers

(a) WGS=CGS=0.1.
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0.0

0.5

σc for strategic carriers

(b) WGS=CGS=0.2.

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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0.0

0.5

σc for strategic carriers

(c) WGS=CGS=0.3.

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

−0.5

0.0

0.5

σc for strategic carriers

(d) WGS=CGS=0.4.

Truthful carriers Strategic carriers

10% strategically bidding carriers
20% strategically bidding carriers
30% strategically bidding carriers
50% strategically bidding carriers
80% strategically bidding carriers

100% strategically bidding carriers

Fig. 1. Average carrier profits if part of the carriers bid a fraction of their real (esti-
mated) insertion costs in the first-price auction system, for increasing values of WGS
and CGS.
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Average profit per carrier (% of total reservation prices)
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(a) PGS=0.
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(b) PGS=0.01.
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(c) PGS=0.1.
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σc for strategic carriers

(d) PGS=1.

Truthful carriers Strategic carriers

10% strategically bidding carriers
20% strategically bidding carriers
30% strategically bidding carriers
50% strategically bidding carriers
80% strategically bidding carriers

100% strategically bidding carriers

Fig. 2. Average carrier profits if part of the carriers bid a fraction of their real (esti-
mated) insertion costs in the second-price auction system, for different values of PGS.
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Number of rejected orders (out of 2000)
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(d) PGS=1.

10% strategically bidding carriers
20% strategically bidding carriers
30% strategically bidding carriers
50% strategically bidding carriers
80% strategically bidding carriers

100% strategically bidding carriers

Fig. 3. Average number of rejected orders if part of the carriers bid a fraction of their
real (estimated) insertion costs in the second-price auction system, for different values
of PGS. (Note that the scale of the y-axis is different for Fig. 3d.)
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Number of rejected orders (out of 2000)
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(d) WGS=CGS=0.4.

10% strategically bidding carriers
20% strategically bidding carriers
30% strategically bidding carriers
50% strategically bidding carriers
80% strategically bidding carriers

100% strategically bidding carriers

Fig. 4. Average number of rejected orders if part of the carriers bid a fraction of their
real (estimated) insertion costs in the first-price auction system, for different values of
WGS and CGS.
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4.2 Strategic Behaviour in a Second-Price Auction System

We now investigate whether a second-price auction system in a dynamic world
can reduce the motivation to bid strategically. To remove any interference
between the bid value that a carrier c submits for a bundle B and the expected
price ac that the platform proposes to this carrier if c already owns any order
o ∈ B, we restrict our experiments in such a way that bids are only made for
bundles that do not contain any currently owned orders. We run the algorithm
with different percentages of carriers (10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, 80%, or 100%) that
place strategic bids (σc ∈ {0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95}), and consider four dif-
ferent values for platform gain share (PGS ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.1, 1}). For PGS = 0,
the auctioneer asks in each auction round exactly b1 in total from the current
owners, and hence, makes no profit itself. In the extreme case of PGS = 1, on
the other hand, the auctioneer asks 2b1 from the current owners, and tries to
make a profit of b1 itself each auction.

The average profits for the carriers that bid strategically and for the carriers
that bid truthfully are given in Fig. 2. (Again, as a reference, the average profit
with only truthful carriers is given at σc = 1.)

Strikingly, strategic bidding always results in higher profits than true bid-
ding, regardless of the number of strategic carriers, the value of σc, or the value
of PGS. The profits of strategic carriers, however, highly depend on the total
number of strategic carriers within the system. If 80% or 100% of the carriers act
strategically, their profits are easily becoming lower than the profits in a scenario
with only truthful carriers, leading to a kind of prisoner’s dilemma: irrespective
of what the others do, strategic bidding results in higher individual profits than
truthful bidding, but carriers are better off when they all bid truthfully than
when they all bid strategically.

In Fig. 3, we show the corresponding average numbers of rejected orders. With
more strategically bidding carriers and lower σc values, the number of rejected
orders decreases, as expected, since the value of b1 is likely to get lower. For
increasing values of PGS, the number of rejected orders increases, with almost
half of the orders rejected under some conditions for PGS = 1. This can be
explained by the (too) high prices that the auctioneer asks from the current
owners of the orders. As a reference, we show the numbers of rejected orders
within the first-price auction system in Fig. 4. The number of rejected orders
is lower in the first-price system than in the second-price system and also not
dependent on the WGS and CGS parameters, while it is heavily dependent on
the PGS parameter in the second-price system.

5 Conclusions

We analyzed the potential incentives for carriers to bid strategically in an auc-
tion system that they can use to jointly solve their dynamic pickup and delivery
problems. We considered the influence of different auction strategies on the indi-
vidual benefits of cheating, to be able to recommend a method that has a less
likely chance for parties to cheat.
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Whether strategic bidding can pay off in a first-price auction setting turns
out to depend highly on the share of the gains per auction that is attributed to
the winning carrier:

– If this share is relatively low, carriers can benefit if they slightly lower their
bids. If they make their bids too low, however, they easily will make a loss.
The exact value of the turning point will not be clear beforehand, making it
difficult for carriers to cheat. The drawback of a system with a low gain share
for carriers is that they have little incentive to participate in the system.

– If the gain share for a winning carrier is relatively high, carriers might be
interested in participating in the cooperation system. The problem is that it
then will be easy for them to cheat the system: they can bid lower prices to
get more orders and will be compensated for their too low bids. At the same
time, the total routing solution will become worse, since the orders will often
not be assigned to the carriers that can perform them at least costs.

It might thus be possible for a platform provider to use a first-price auction
system, but the procedure details must be selected carefully to prevent strategic
bidding. With too high gain shares for carriers, strategic bidding easily pays off
for them, while they might have no incentive to participate with too low gain
shares.

Motivated by the strategy-proofness of second-price auctions for single indi-
visible items, we experimentally tested whether second-price auctions could be
applied successfully in our multi-item dynamic context. The hypotheses were
that a second-price auction could reduce the individual profit of strategic bidding
and that auctioning bundles of orders might solve the budget balance problem
as well in this case. It turned out, however, that strategic bidding always pays off
for carriers within the proposed system: average profits for strategic carriers are
higher than the related profits for truthful carriers. Apparently, the long-term
advantages of having a larger set of orders outweigh the lower compensations
when acquiring them. Carriers will only have a disadvantage if too many other
carriers also cheat: when 80–100% of the carriers bid strategically, the average
profits are lower than in a completely truthful setting.

Future research should investigate different payment methods to compen-
sate carriers for exchanging orders in a decentralized auction system. Within
our second-price auction approach, the auctioneer always proposed a fixed pro-
portional price for outsourcing carriers and shippers. Different ways to get the
required amount from the current owners might improve the results. Even the
auctioneer could make a loss in some auctions where it is difficult to gather the
amount of the second price, if this can be compensated in other auction rounds.
Furthermore, different ways of assigning the profits from a single auction round
might contribute to a system in which it is hard for carriers to benefit from
strategic behaviour.
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